Introduction
The events of the last few years have refocused attention on risk -particularly the risk of extreme losses. Fortunately, researchers have recently developed new models and analytics for understanding and managing extreme risk. In this paper, we take a first look at using such tools to enhance portfolio construction.
In this study, our goal is to adapt mean-variance optimization to produce active portfolios with less exposure to extreme losses than normal optimized portfolios. We do so by constraining the shortfall beta of the optimal portfolio. Shortfall beta measures the sensitivity of a portfolio to periods of extreme stress.
An empirical study we present illustrates the possible benefits of constraining shortfall beta. Using three common alpha signals, we compare portfolios constructed using optimization with and without a shortfall constraint. Interestingly, portfolios with shortfall constraints tend to fare better during turbulent periods and outperformed their mean variance counterparts over the period from January 1994 through June 2009. This is true even after we prevent the portfolio from timing the benchmark by requiring its beta to be one. While this study does not account for many of the costs and constraints managers face, the results are intriguing.
Measures of Extreme Loss
In portfolio management, a common measure of risk is the standard deviation of return, also known as volatility. Volatility reflects the typical range of returns that a manager might expect to see. Researchers, including Bertsimas (2004) and , have encouraged investors to supplement volatility with measures of extreme risk that more clearly portray the depth of potential losses. The magnitude of extreme losses may not be apparent even from the best volatility forecasts.
One measure of extreme risk is expected shortfall, or simply shortfall. Shortfall is a measure of the expected loss over a given horizon, which in our study we define as one day. It represents how much a portfolio is expected to lose on a bad day. Loss can be measured either in terms of the value of the portfolio or the return of the portfolio. We focus on return and define the loss of a portfolio P to be: P P L r = − ; thus, P L measures the magnitude of the loss.
A more precise definition of the expected shortfall P ES , of portfolio P , is: describes this behavior on average, shortfall beta captures this behavior during periods of extreme loss.
The shortfall beta, ,
S i
β , of asset i with respect to portfolio P can be written as :
where i L is the loss to asset i.
To estimate the beta of an asset, we first compute the expected shortfall of the portfolio and the expected shortfall of the asset. To do this, we simulate returns to the asset (or portfolio) using its current exposures and a history of daily factor returns over the last four years, ignoring the specific return. We then compute the sample shortfall. The methodology is similar to that of ; however, they use a longer period to estimate shortfall. Further details are provided in Appendix 1.
Constraining Shortfall
The standard active management, mean-variance optimization problem trades off risk against return. To limit the portfolio's exposure to extreme losses, we may constrain the shortfall beta of the portfolio. This is done by adding a single constraint, giving us what we will call the "shortfall constrained" optimization problem:
where h are the portfolio weights, α is the vector of alphas, Σ is the covariance matrix, and λ is the risk aversion parameter. The term S β is the vector of asset-level shortfall betas ( ,
S i
β ) with respect to benchmark portfolio and S is the maximum portfolio shortfall beta permitted.
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Performance
We compare the performance of standard and shortfall constrained optimization in an empirical study, using three different alpha signals: Relative Strength, Predicted Earnings to Price (E/P), and Cash Plowback 3. For each signal, we create an optimal portfolio that has a forecast active risk of 4%.
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In portfolio optimization, imposing constraints tends to alter the ex-ante active risk that the optimal portfolio achieves for a fixed level of risk aversion. To ensure that any differences between shortfall and standard optimization are not simply due to differing levels of aggressiveness, we require each portfolio to have 4% forecast active risk.
We use the MSCI US Prime Market 750 Index as both the universe and benchmark, and the Barra Short-Term US Equity Model (USE3S) as the risk model. We rebalance the portfolios monthly over the test period from January 1994 to May 2009. When constraining shortfall beta, we set the upper bound to 0.9 to produce portfolios with less sensitivity to extreme market losses. We also relax the long-only constraint, allowing up to 5% shorting of individual stocks.
Exhibit 1 shows the cumulative difference in returns obtained using shortfall constrained optimization and standard optimization. We see that constraining shortfall beta improves performance for most signals during two main turbulent periods -the middle of 2000 through the middle of 2002 and late 2007 through 2008. On the other hand, standard optimization performs better in the few years before the bursting of the Internet bubble.
Exhibit 1: Cumulative Gains from Constraining Shortfall Beta Constraint
* Difference Between Mean Variance Optimization with Shortfall Constraint and Mean Variance Optimization Without Constraint
3 The signals we use are from the U.S. Valuation Models in Barra Alphabuilder. Relative Strength is a measure of price momentum and bets on the continuation of trends in individual stock returns. Predicted Earnings to Price measures the earnings-to-price ratio of the stock using forecast earnings and is a good measure of the value orientation of a stock. Cash Plowback measures the amount of earnings a company has reinvested in its operations and is indicative of the management team's confidence in the investibility of the company stock. For more details, please refer to the Alphabulder Methodology and Analytics Guide, available at: http://www.barra.com/support/library/alphabuilder/AB_methodology_analytics.pdf 4 Long-only portfolios yield qualitatively similar results but with smaller magnitude. The contrast in performance may be due, in part, to the differences in the betas of mean variance and shortfall constrained portfolios. Shortfall constrained portfolios tend to have lower betas. For the momentum strategy, the betas for shortfall constrained portfolios were 0.07 lower than their mean variance counterparts, on average. These differences are not surprising since the average correlation between the betas and the shortfall betas of the MSCI US Prime Market 750 Index stocks is 0.92 over our analysis period. Constraining shortfall beta indirectly constrains beta.
Imposing Benchmark Neutrality
To separate the effects of beta and shortfall beta, we rerun the optimizations, this time requiring the beta of all portfolios to be one. Specifically, we add the constraint: Exhibits 3 and 4 show that the benefits of constraining shortfall beta are even greater than before. As before, shortfall constrained optimization outperforms standard optimization over the entire period. It also outperforms during the Internet meltdown and to some extent over the more recent turbulent period, particularly for the relative strength strategy. Lastly, we see that by removing the benchmark timing implicit in shortfall optimization, we eliminate its underperformance during the Internet bubble. Does constraining shortfall help protect against sharp daily losses? To address this question, we examine the realized shortfall of each portfolio by computing the average return of its 5% worst outcomes -the "bad days". Exhibit 5 shows the realized shortfall for non-overlapping three year periods. Shortfall constrained portfolios have lower realized losses over each period, even though they have the same ex-ante active risk as standard mean-variance portfolios. The difference in shortfall was greatest over the more volatile epochs. We also find similar results at the yearly level. 
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Analysis
How does constraining shortfall beta as shown above improve performance? The shortfall constraint forces the manager to adopt certain positions to limit the exposure to extreme losses.
To better understand this, we decompose the active portfolio into positions due to the manager's alpha and positions taken to satisfy individual constraints. This decomposition is based on the portfolio optimality conditions as shown in Appendix 2.
We can express the active portfolio as the sum of four component portfolios: The alpha portfolio is the portfolio in which the manager would invest in the absence of constraints. Each constraint portfolio -full investment, beta neutrality, and shortfall betacontains the additional positions needed to satisfy that constraint in a way that maximizes portfolio utility. We define the return due to each of these sources as the return of the corresponding portfolio.
Exhibit 6a shows a return decomposition for the relative strength strategy implemented with standard mean variance optimization. The active return comes almost entirely from the alpha.
Requiring the portfolio to be beta neutral and fully invested has little effect on performance.
Exhibit 6b shows the same breakdown for shortfall constrained optimization. The contribution from alpha is very similar to that obtained with mean-variance optimization. Once again, the full h and ShortfallBeta h , reflects this stipulation. As Exhibit 6b
shows, that decision is a significant source of return, contributing roughly as much as the alpha. 9 of 14 Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document.
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Next, we take a closer look at the impact of constraining shortfall. The contribution of the "net shortfall beta" portfolio to the active return depends on two things. It depends on the size of the investment in this portfolio. It also depends on how well this portfolio performs. To disentangle these two effects, we note that we can split any component portfolio, C h into two terms:
, ,
The first term tells us the size of the investment. The second term, the normalized portfolio, is a portfolio whose return is independent of the size of the investment.
Exhibit 7 shows the net shortfall beta portfolio's performance on a normalized basis. We see that it performs well during our backtesting period, especially during the Internet meltdown and again during the recent financial crisis. So the return from constraining shortfall beta comes, in part, from the strong performance of this portfolio. Exhibit 8 shows the evolution of these weights. Most of the time, the largest weight is devoted to alpha. However, during periods of market stress, the portfolio may place as much or even greater weight on insuring against losses than it does on pursuing alpha. This occurs around the Russian Jan-95 Jan-96 Jan-97 Jan-98 Jan-99 Jan-00 Jan-01 Jan-02 Jan-03 Jan-04 Jan-05 Jan-06 Jan-07 Jan-08 Jan-09 Cumulative Return (%) 10 of 14 Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document.
crises of 1998 and during the more recent market plunge in the fall of 2008. So the shortfall beta constraint also seems to help by shifting the active portfolio toward the shortfall beta portfolio during periods of stress.
Exhibit 8: Evolution of the Relative Weights of the Component Portfolios
Summary
We illustrate how extreme risk can be incorporated into portfolio construction in a straightforward way by constraining the shortfall beta of the optimal portfolio. Our simple empirical examples suggest that constraining shortfall beta may offer some downside protection in turbulent periods without sacrificing performance over longer periods. Several questions still remain, including how to effectively capture the information in shortfall beta in the presence of additional constraints and execution costs. Please refer to the disclaimer at the end of this document. 
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